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THE HIGHLIGHT OF THE WEEK

It's official: Mexico will receive a
record number of 41 million tourists
in 2018
This historic number will benefit various sectors of the
economy, the minister said.In 2017 Mexico received 39.3
million visitors, which meant it was the world's sixth most
visited country, according to the minister.... »

SPECIAL FEATURES

TTC Special: Price increases in Caribbean commercial
air will scare away tourists
TTC Service.-The Caribbean Hotel and Tourism Association (CHTA) warned that the application of higher
taxes and price increases in the commercial air will scare away tourists fron the region. Comito said while
Caribbean tourist arrivals have grown in recent years, the region continues to lose global market share
and growth within the islands.... »

TOURISM

Point of View: Caribbean countries have potential to
diversify tourist products, says Cuban expert
Countries in the Caribbean region need to develop their unique features and diversify products in order to
attract tourists, according to a Cuban tourism expert. "There are 24 destinations competing with the same

products (in the region) ... the same international hotel chains and tour operators, and the same airlines
and cruise companies," economist Jose Luis Perello said here at the eighth Seminar on Journalism and
Tourism.... »

EVENTS

Conference in Santo Domingo dedicated to showcase
the religious tourism of the peoples of the region
Santo Domingo.– The Caribbean Tourism Exchange (BTC) in Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic, was
dedicated last week to showcase the religious tourism of the peoples of the region with the participation
of 75 national and international exhibitors.... »
TOURISM

Viñales, a popular paradise
At the end of last year, after consulting the world’s principal travel experts, the Business Insider website
posted a list of the 25 most attractive destinations on the planet to visit in 2018. Placed as number two
was Viñales, ranked above great cities like Tokyo, and other fascinating places like the Swiss Alps.... »

EVENTS

Caribbean hospitality Industry Forum
The long anticipated Caribbean Hospitality Industry Exchange Forum (CHIEF) took place Friday, June 22 to
Sunday, June 24 at the Hyatt Regency Miami Hotel.... »
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